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Develop your students' subject knowledge and skills using this second edition Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Geography B Student book. Featuring updated case studies, practice questions and clear
presentation of key terms, this thoroughly revised edition provides students with the up-to-date knowledge they need to succeed at GCSE. - Enhances students' subject knowledge, critical
thinking and problem-solving skills using clear explanations of geographical issues, brought to life through an exciting, enquiry-based approach - Teaches students how to interpret, analyse
and evaluate geographical information through a range of progressive, skills-building activities that use real-place data, maps and photographs - Boosts candidates' confidence approaching
examination by providing opportunities for practice for each assessed theme - Highlights possible fieldwork projects and contains guidance on carrying out investigations that meet the
changed assessment requirements
This textbook offers a brand new approach to the study of Christianity which has been developed in close consultation with teachers and religious organisations for the new Edexcel GCSE
Religious Studies specification B. Assessment guidance runs throughout, offering revision checklists, practice questions and sample answer activities.
Target success in OCR GCSE (9-1) Geography B with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create
a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme
using the topic-by-topic planner - Enjoy an active approach to revision with clear topic coverage and related 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and practical revision activities - Improve exam technique
through exam tips and formal exam-style questions - Monitor their knowledge and progress using the answers provided for each 'Now Test Yourself' activity and exam-style question - Develop
geographical understanding and enhance exam responses with case study material
A student-friendly and engaging textbook for Year 2 of the Edexcel GCE A Level specification. Written to match the demands of the new spec, this Student Book motivates your students with
accessible, interesting content and up-to-date case studies, while retaining the required rigour.
With GCSE Edexcel B Geography My Revision Notes you can aim for your best grade with the help of relevant and accessible notes, activities and examiner advice for each key topic. Written
by an experienced examiner who knows the common pitfalls and understands what the most effective focus for revision should be, this revision guide helps you to: improve your examination
skills with exam-focused revision activities on core course content understand what is required in the exam with examiner's commentary and tips test your knowledge with quick quizzes at
www.therevisionbutton.co.uk/myrevisionnotes Also available GCSE Edexcel B Geography Unit 1: The Dynamic Planet
Exam board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Geography First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018 Target success in Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography A with this proven
formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen
and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Enjoy an active approach to
revision with clear topic coverage and related 'Now Test Yourself' tasks - Improve exam technique through exam tips and formal exam-style questions - Monitor their knowledge and progress
using the answers provided for each 'Now Test Yourself' activity and exam-style question - Develop geographical understanding and enhance exam responses with case study material and
located place examples
Exam Board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: Geography First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook Build your students' subject knowledge and crossdisciplinary enquiry skills with this modern, topic-based approach, brought to life through clear explanations and skills-focused activities that are tailored to the new assessment requirements;
produced by one of the leading Geography publishers and OCR's Publishing Partner for Geography. - Maps the content against the reformed specification, providing an easy-to-follow
teaching pathway designed by an author team of experienced teachers and examiners - Equips students with the subject knowledge and up-to-date case study examples they need to
maximise their potential, with opportunities to undertake developmental activities for each topic - Offers you a whole-class solution to teaching the non-tiered papers with extension activities to
stretch high achievers and scaffolded questions that support lower ability students - Embeds a focus on mathematical and statistical skills throughout by including opportunities to analyse a
range of maps, graphs, GIS material and data sources - Prepares students to approach assessment confidently with practice questions of varying difficulty and handy tips for successfully
answering enquiry questions - Highlights possible fieldwork projects and contains guidance on carrying out fieldwork, making it easier to integrate practical and theoretical learning
The GCSE 9-1 Geography Edexcel B Revision Guide is Oxford's friendly revision resource for the 2016 Edexcel B GCSE 9-1 Geography specification - written specially to target the demands
of revising for linear exams. Accessible, clear and thorough, this revision guide engages all your students. Each Student Book topic is condensed into interesting, relevant single-page
examples. Clearly-written objectives open each page, setting out for students what they need to revise, using high-quality photos, maps and diagrams to aid retention of key geographical
concepts and processes. Motivating revision activities and a focus on all aspects of the exam reinforce the guide's rigour. The guide also features revision checklists and a full glossary of
terms.
Motivate pupils to develop their geographical skills, knowledge and understanding as they become engaged and accomplished geographers, ready for the demands of GCSE. Specifically designed to provide
a solid foundation for the 2016 GCSE specifications, this Student Book takes an enquiry-based approach to learning within each unit and lesson. - Easily and cost-effectively implement a new KS3 scheme of
work: this coherent single-book course covers the latest National Curriculum content, providing 150 ready-made lessons that can be used flexibly for a two or three-year KS3 - Build and improve the
geographical knowledge and skills that pupils need: every double-page spread represents a lesson, with rich geographical data and place contexts for pupils to interpret, analyse andevaluate - Lay firm
foundations for GCSE: key vocabulary, command words and concepts are introduced gradually, preparing pupils for the content and question types they will encounter at GCSE, with a particular focus on
analysis and evaluation questions - Effectively assess, measure and demonstrate progress: formative assessments throughout each lesson and summative end-of-unit reviews include questions that show
whether pupils are 'working towards', 'meeting' or 'exceeding' expectations - Encourage pupils to check and drive their own progress: learning objectives and end-of-unit learning outcomes help pupils reflect
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on their learning and make connections between key concepts and skills throughout the course
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the specification. As well as providing thorough
and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
The new edition of Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Higher Student Book 1 develops reasoning, fluency and problem-solving to boost students’ confidence and give them the best preparation for
GCSE study. Purposefully updated based on feedback from thousands of teachers and students, as well as academic research and impact studies Bolsters preparation for GCSE with new questions that
reflect the latest exams and a format that seamlessly aligns with our GCSE Maths courses Shown to help GCSE students master maths with confidence with a UK-specific approach that draws upon global
best practices and cutting-edge research Tried-and-tested differentiation with a unique unit structure and improved pacing to support every student’s progress Extra skills-building support, problem-solving,
and meaningful practice to consolidate learning and deepen understanding New additions to boost progression and post-GCSE study such as ‘Future skills questions’ and ‘Working towards A level’
features
Teaching is a delightfully rewarding, wonderfully enlightening and diverse career. Yet, at present, teacher recruitment and retention are in crisis, with some of the most at risk of leaving the profession being
those in their early years of teaching. Making it as a Teacher offers a variety of tips, anecdotes, real-life examples and practical advice to help new teachers survive and thrive through the first 5 years of
teaching, from the first-hand experiences of a teacher and middle leader. Divided into thematic sections, Making It, Surviving and Thriving, the book explores the issues and challenges teachers may face,
including: Lesson planning, marking and feedback Behaviour and classroom management Work-life balance Progression, CPD and networking With the voices of teaching professionals woven throughout,
this is essential reading for new teachers, those undertaking initial teacher training, QT mentors and other teaching staff that support new teachers in the early stages of their career.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: AS/A-level Subject: Geography First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2017 Endorsed for Edexcel Trust the leading A level Geography publisher to boost your
students' geographical knowledge and skills with a fully updated edition of our bestselling Student's Book; designed to provide the in-depth subject coverage, developmental activities and exam support you
need at a time of curriculum change. - Helps students acquire, apply and revise core knowledge using clear explanations of key geographical content and concepts - Progressively builds the geographical and
data skills emphasised in the 2016 specification by offering plenty of opportunities to learn and practise relevant skills for each topic - Brings geographical theory to life with a bank of engaging, up-to-date
case studies, examples and place contexts - Consolidates topic knowledge and enables students to track their learning with review questions at the end of each chapter - Prepares students for the demands
of AS and A level examinations by including numerous exam-style questions, ideal for skills development and rolling revision throughout the course - Makes it easier for you to meet the increased fieldwork
requirements, suggesting topic-focused enquiries for both physical and human geography
Provide a key resource for your students with this revised edition for the updated 2016 syllabus (0460). This book has been carefully prepared to cover the full curriculum for the latest Cambridge International
Examinations IGCSE Geography syllabus. - Covers the three geographical themes: population and settlement, the natural environment, and economic development - Up-to-date case studies from around the
world ensure coverage of all the required case studies - Geographical skills and geographical investigations chapters provide ideal preparation for Papers 2 and 3
An OCR endorsed textbook Instil a broad understanding of UK and global geographical issues using the clear explanations and skills-focused activities in this thematic study guide; tailored to the new
assessment requirements and produced by one of the leading Geography publishers and OCR's Publishing Partner for Geography. - Maps the content against the reformed specification, providing an easy-tofollow teaching pathway designed by an author team of experienced teachers and examiners - Equips students with the subject knowledge and up-to-date case study examples they need to maximise their
potential, with opportunities to undertake developmental activities for each theme - Offers you a whole-class solution to teaching the non-tiered papers with extension activities to stretch high achievers and
scaffolded questions that support lower-ability students - Embeds a focus on mathematical and statistical skills throughout by including opportunities to analyse a range of maps, graphs, GIS material and data
sources - Prepares students to approach assessment confidently with practice questions of varying difficulty and handy tips for writing successful answers - Highlights possible fieldwork projects and contains
guidance on carrying out fieldwork, making it easier to integrate practical and theoretical learning
Help your students develop enquiring minds as they learn the geographical knowledge and skills they need through the enquiries of the new OCR B specification which include and up-to-date case studies, a
wide range of activities and exam-style questions developed to support and stretch students of all abilities. - Supports students of all abilities through differentiated activities including scaffolded questions and
extension questions. - Highlights opportunities for fieldwork throughout the book, and includes guidance on carrying out fieldwork. - Develops students' geographical skills including activities and clear
explanations of how to use mathematical and statistical skills. - Helps students gain confidence for the exam with a variety of exam-style practice questions at different levels, with tips on how to approach
them.

Teach exactly what your students need for exam success. No other publisher has such an in-depth insight into the specifications. AQAa s input, including their rigorous threestage review process, ensures an exact match with AQAa s new GCSE Geography B specifications. Get the most from the AQA GCSE Geography B Studenta s Book with
blended online resources delivered via kerboodle! You can personalise your studentsa learning and track their progress online, whilst giving them the benefit of 24-hour access.
Additional Information: Animations Videos Simulations Interactive Activities......and much much more!
With GCSE Edexcel B Geography My Revision Notes you can aim for your best grade with the help of relevant and accessible notes, activities and examiner advice for each key
topic. This new and endorsed revision guide is written by an experienced examiner who knows the common pitfalls and understands what the most effective focus for revision
should be. This revision guide helps you to: improve your examination skills with exam-focused revision activities on core course content understand what is required in the exam
with examiner's commentary and tips test your knowledge with quick quizzes at www.therevisionbutton.co.uk/myrevisionnotes Also available GCSE Edexcel B Geography Unit 2:
People and the Planet
Aim for your best grade with this revision guide written specifically for the 2012 linear GCSE Geography for Edexcel B Specification. This guide will help you revise effectively in
the way you want to, allowing you to plan and pace your revision according to your learning needs, and to adapt and personalise with your own notes. Written by experienced
authors, teachers and examiners, you can be confident that this guide covers the facts and ideas you will be expected to recall and be able to use in the exam. - Understand what
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is required in the exam with exam tips and guidance - Improve your examination skills with exam practice questions and model answers online - Check your understanding of the
content and key terms with engaging activities and explanations of key concepts - Plan and pace your revision with My Revision Planner
Develop your students' subject knowledge and skills using this second edition of the WJEC GCSE Geography student book. Featuring updated case studies, practice questions
and clear presentation of key terms, this thoroughly revised edition provides students with the up-to-date knowledge they need to succeed at GCSE. - Contains coherent
coverage of every core and optional theme in a single volume, with clear explanations of key concepts throughout - Engages and challenges students of all abilities with an
exciting, thematic approach, brought to life by Welsh, UK and international place references - Improves students' ability to interpret, analyse and evaluate geographical
information through practical, skills-focused activities that involve data, maps and photographs - Boosts candidates' confidence approaching examination by providing extensive
practice questions for each assessed theme This book also includes coverage of WJEC Geography A.
Maximise every student's grade potential with a step-by-step approach to learning, improving and applying the geographical and fieldwork skills they need to achieve stand-out
success under the reformed Edexcel A and B GCSE Geography specifications. - Provides a complete, tailor-made solution to teaching the cartographic, graphical, numerical and
statistical skills emphasised in the 2016 Edexcel A and B GCSE geography specifications - Helps you prepare students for the changed fieldwork assessments and new question
formats with a dedicated section on geographical enquiries - Supports students of varying abilities by moving from clear explanations of each skill to easy-to-follow guidance on
applying the skills in an examination context - Offers plenty of opportunities to put newly-acquired skills into practice through a range of activities for all learners, as well as
extension tasks designed for students targeting the top grades - Boosts students' confidence tackling terminal assessment with skills-focused exam-style questions and insider
tips on common question types and topics - Cuts down your marking time and enables students to monitor their own progress by including answers for every activity and examstyle question
Second edition Teacher's Handbook, written for the re-accredited 2012 specification. Comprehensive help-at-a-glance teacher's support for every double-page spread in the
GCSE Geography Edexcel B Second Edition Student Book, including learning outcomes, starters and plenaries, answers to activities, and mark schemes for exam-style
questions.
The New Wider World Coursemate for Edexcel A GCSE Geography provides summaries of key content and key ideas to support Edexcel's 2001 Geography A specification.
A genuinely student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 OCR GCSE Geography B specification. Written to match the demands of the specification, this Student Book
motivates your students with accessible, stimulating content and up-to-date case studies, while retaining a rigorous approach.
This Student Book provides a grammar-led approach with extensive exam preparation to develop independent, culturally aware students of German, ready for the exam. This book is endorsed
by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest IGCSE® (0525) and International Level 1/Level 2 Certificate (0677) syllabuses. Extensive use of German reflects the style of the exams
and, with specific advice and practice, it helps students use the acquired skills to their best ability. Topics on German-speaking cultures are integrated throughout to ensure students gain the
cultural awareness that is at the heart of this qualification. - Develop students' ability to use German effectively - Stretch and challenge students to achieve their best grades - Ensure the
progression required for further study at A-level or equivalent - Provide insight and encourage a positive attitude towards other cultures The book provides up-to-date content following a clear
sequencing of topics designed specifically for teaching German at this level. It is designed to develop spontaneous, confident linguists who are able to progress to further study of German. Teacher Resource + Audio-CDs (ISBN 9781471833076) includes all recordings and transcripts together with detailed guidance, editable vocabulary lists, cultural PowerPoints and interactive
quizzes - Grammar Workbook (ISBN 9781471833182) Vocabulary is also available online at Vocab Express, an interactive learning application Visit www.vocabexpress.co.uk/hodder for more
information.
Exam board: Pearson Edexcel Level: International GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September 2017 First exams: Summer 2019 Follow the tried-and-tested methods of bestselling
author Ben Walsh. This book builds the skills required for exam success, helps students to remember all the content and makes History really interesting. The authors have listened to
feedback from teachers and students about the challenging aspects of the specification, to ensure that they deliver the support you need. You can rely on this textbook to: Straightforward
language, manageable chunks of text and plenty of bullet points guide you through the content, which is covered in the amount of depth that students need Ben Walsh is known for selecting
memorable sources and extracts that work alongside the narrative to draw out the big concepts within each topic The features in the book are designed to consolidate students' knowledge of
the key points - from 'Focus' boxes and regular 'Knowledge check' questions to end-of-chapter summaries Activities throughout the chapters and larger 'Focus tasks' teach students how to
select, organise and use their knowledge to explain, analyse, evaluate and make judgements Clear explanations of the exam requirements, analysis of what a good answer might look like and
handy tips help students to feel confident and prepared This book covers the following units: Historical investigations > Russia and the Soviet Union, 1905-24 > The USA, 1918-41 Breadth
studies > Changes in medicine, c1848-c1948 > China: conflict, crisis and change, 1900-89 > The Middle East: conflict, crisis and change, 1917-2012
GCSE Geography Edexcel B Student Book
Endorsed for Edexcel Equip your students with the knowledge and skills they need to excel under more challenging assessment conditions, following the trusted guidance and developmental
activities in a fully updated edition of this bestselling Student's Book. - Navigate the new specification with confidence, using clear learning objectives and outcomes for every topic to ensure
you cover the content in an exam-focused, time-efficient way - Build progressive skills development into every lesson, choosing from a range of activities that allow students to learn and apply
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cartographic, graphical, numerical and statistical geographical skills - Encourage high achievers to fulfil their potential with extension questions designed for students working at grades 7-9 Help your students become exam ready with practice questions at the end of each chapter and topic reviews to aid revision - Meet the requirement to focus on contextualised case studies by
consulting a wealth of UK and worldwide examples - Prepare students for the revised fieldwork assessments, using topic-specific suggestions throughout the book to plan relevant projects
This second edition is for the latest specification of the International GCSE and the Certificate in History. Written by highly experienced History teachers. Clear, engaging style that students will
find easy to understand. Includes learning objectives, activities, Build Better Answers sections, carefully chosen source material, engaging historical photos and Exam Zone sections at the end
of every unit.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Geography First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: Summer 2018 Endorsed for Edexcel Target success in Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography
B with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to
review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Enjoy an active
approach to revision with clear topic coverage and related 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and practical revision activities - Improve exam technique through exam tips and formal exam-style
questions - Monitor their knowledge and progress using the answers provided for each 'Now Test Yourself' activity and exam-style question - Develop geographical understanding and
enhance exam responses with case study material and located place examples
Equip your students for the OCR GCSE (9-1) Geography A specification with our fully revised second edition Student Book. Our expert author team bring you new and revised case studies
and a wealth of practice questions to help your students apply their knowledge to succeed at GCSE. - Maps the content against the specification, providing an easy-to-follow teaching pathway
designed by an author team of experienced teachers and examiners - Equips students with the subject knowledge and modern case study examples they need to maximise their potential, with
opportunities to undertake developmental activities for each theme - Offers you a whole-class solution for teaching including activities suitable for all learners - Embeds a focus on
mathematical and statistical skills throughout by including opportunities to analyse a range of maps, graphs, GIS material and data sources - Prepares students to approach assessment
confidently with practice questions of varying difficulty and handy tips for writing successful answers - Highlights possible fieldwork projects and contains guidance on carrying out fieldwork,
making it easier to integrate practical and theoretical learning
Teach energetic, relevant and motivating geography with GCSE Geography Edexcel B, endorsed by Edexcel for the Edexcel B Geography specification. It's accessible and exam-focused,
with motivating content that gets your students thinking creatively about geography. Includes straightforward advice on the Controlled Assessment. Please note that this book was written for
the 2009 specification. A second edition for the 2012 specification is out now. Email fiona.mccollum@oup.com fto request your inspection copy.

Second edition of the most student-friendly and engaging resource for Edexcel GCSE Specification B, written to match the demands of the re-accredited specification (for
teaching from 2012). This student book motivates your students with accessible, interesting content and up-to-date case studies, while retaining exam-driven rigour.
The most student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the
specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Geography has been written specifically for Cambridge International syllabuses 0460 and 2217. Filled with sources, graphs and case studies, the
coursebook requires students to examine a range of information, helping to build their analytical skills. Written by highly experienced authors and Cambridge trainers, this
coursebook is updated to support both Cambridge IGCSE and O Level students. It includes clear and practical support, case studies from 25 different countries, fieldwork ideas
and a range of interesting content. The accompanying CD-ROM contains support sheets for the topics covered, outline maps and sample exam-style questions. Answers to the
activities are in the teacher's resource.
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level History Second edition for Option B: the 20th Century of the syllabus (0470,2147), updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from
2020 and now supporting O Level as well. Help your students take an enquiry-led approach to historical learning with Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level History. Full of activities
and primary and secondary sources, this resource encourages the application of historical skills and enables investigative questioning of cause and consequence. Endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education for Option B, the coursebook is written by a team of experienced teachers and provides comprehensive coverage of all of the
Key Questions and four of the Depth Studies for syllabus Option B: the 20th Century. Sample answers to a selection of the exam-style questions can be found in the teacher's
resource.
The New Wider World Coursemate for Edexcel B GCSE Geography provides summaries of key content and key ideas to support Edexcel's 2001 Geography B specification.
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